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A special problem is encountered in.the'application of fuse- 
lage scoops to a transonic air@exm in that coqression shocks 
must be avoided on the surface of the fuselag ahead of the air 
inlets to prevent boun&&y-layer separation which would result in 
unstable inlet flow end losses in ram. However, sub%onic flow can 
be maintained on the fuselage surface ahead of an annulas inlet 
up to flight Mach numbers of about 1.2, thereby avoiding shocks 
in this region through both the subsonic ahd the %FEGMO~~C flight 
re@.nms, providfng that the fuselam forwar& of the inlet is a 
cone of the proper proportions. The tiesent investigation of this 
type of inlet was conducted. at low speed6 in the Langley propsUer- 
research tunnel in order to obtain 801138 Fndio&ion of the basic 
characteristics qf such inlets. 

Two theoretically-designed cone-m fuselage noses of dif- 
ferent apex angle and one ogival nose were tested in con$mction 
with an NACA l-85-050 cowling which was also tested in the open- 
nose condition. Surface pressure5 end inlet total pressures 
were iwasured at the tops of the teet configurations for wide 
ranges of inlet-velocity ratio ad. angle of attack. 

The results of the investigation show that mbstream 
v'elocitles were maintained on the three fuselage noses other the 
rengee of angle of attack and inlet-velocity ratio useful for 
high-speed flight. At an angle of attack of O", boundmy-lawyer 
separatfon from the noses was not encountered over this rap@ of 
inlet-velocity ratLo. At and above its desi@ Inlet-velocity 
ratio, the NACA I-85-050 cowling used a% the ba%ic l.nl.et had 
approximately the sams critical Maoh numbers tith the various 
noses installed as when tested in the open-nose co~cU'tion; thus, 
data for the NACA l-series nom inlets cm be used in the desi@~ 
of installations of this type. At very high values in Inlet- 
velocity ratio, the high negative pressure peaks encountered on 
the inner portion of the inlet Up caused the Internal flcsw to 
separate. 
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IN!EODUCTION 
l 

The use of fuselage scoops offer% several important advsn- 
tages in the arrangement of a fighter-type airplane. First, the 
ducting to the engine may be made as short as possible; second, 
good visibility may be obtained by locating the pilot ahsad of the 
inlets in a thin section of the fuselage; third, the gun inst%lla- 
tions may be located in the no%8 where they will not interfere with 
the air inlets or duCtln@tj and fourth, the directional stability 
may be improved by reducing the lateral area forward of the center 
of gravity. 

A special problem Is encountered in the application of fuse- 
lage scoops to a transonic airplane in that oompression shocks must 
be avoided on the surface of the fuselage ahead o.f the air inlets 
to prevent bow-layer sepsration which would result in un%table 
inlet flow and losses in ram. Thi~,condlticm can be fulfilled only 

. by u?ainkai+ng the velocity of the flow on this surface at subsonic 
values throughout the speed range of the airplane. It appears 
tktat.if the fuselage forward of'the inlet is a cone of the correct 
apex angle, the-desired subsonic velocities will be maintained on 
its surface up to Mach numbers of about 1.2, with low total-pressure 
losses, and the inlet,lip at the ba%e of ths cone will opera* 
essentially in the sub%onic redme. 

Because of the great interest in these inlets and the dif- 
flculty of detailed tran%onic testing at adequate Reynolds 
numbers, a preliminary study of such designs has been made at 
low speeds in the Langley propeller-research tunnel as a part of 
ths current RACA air-inlet research. pbvio~~ly many important 
phenomena associatediiith compressibility were thereby not observed; 
however, it was oonsi.dered that the study would indicate many of 
the basio characteristics of such inlets. iii the present paper 
are reported studies of,the pressure distributions and Inlet-flow 
condi%ion% for annular inlets consisting of a.NACA l-series nos% 
inlet (reference 1) ~0~. t;wt,'theoretically-~si~d cone-type 
noee% of different aRex angle and one ogival nose, together with 
comparison te%te of the inlet in the open-nose condition. A 
subsequent report will describe te,sts in which a-canopy and wheel- 
well fairine; were added to the test model to, provide a twin-side- 
acoop configuration applicable to a fighter-tw airplane. 

SYMBOLS 

Ai inlet area, 1.12 aquare feet 

D maximum diamster of cowling, 27.25 inches 
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he'ight of inlet, 2.47 inches 

total pre8sur8, pound8 per square foot 

predicted critical Mach nmiber 

stat-lc pressure , pounds per square foot 

statfc pressure of free stream, pomds per square foot 

dynamic pressure of free stieam, pounds per square f&i. 

local vdoofty at point -Inbomdexy layer, feet per second, 
L... ., 

velocity Just outside boundary layer, feet per seco+. 

average velocity'of flow at Inlet, ieet per second 

veloci* of free stream, feet per sesond 

horizontal distance from station 0 (see fig. 21, inches 

ahgle of attack of center line of model, de-es 

boundary-layer tbicknesa, the normaldistance fromsurface 
E - Po 

to point where - = 0.98, inches 
9, . . 

MODE% AND TESTS 
'. 

General views of the model are shown as figure 1; L&e . 
&ratings of the three annular-inlet configuratlone andcoordinates 
of the "curved" nom and of the NACA 1-@j-O% nose inlet used ti 
con;lunction with each of the fuselaB noses are @ven ti ffgure 2. 
The three fuselage noses had the same maxbumdiameter atthe.lnI.et. 
The %hort" conical nose had an apex angle of 19O and q rgtio of 
length to diameter of about 3, while the "bng" conical nose had 
an.apeX angle of 14O snd a ratio of length to di~ter.of, approxi- 

. mately 4. The curved nose which had approximately the sent length 
as the short conlcal nose was designed to obtain increased volume 
within the nose; its nose engle was about 32O. 

A schematic WaxIng of the body of.the model sho&ng'the 
arrangement, instru03ntation, and princlpel dSmensions is .presented 
as figure 3. The internal-flow system fncluded an axial-flow fan 
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which was necessary to obtain the higher zi.nlet-velocity ratios. 
Flow control was obtained by varying the speed of the motor and 
the poeition of the shutters. The quantity of internal flow was 
measured by msane of rakes of total- and static-pressure tubes at 
the throat of the venturi an3. at the exit of the model. 

Surface pressures were masurerl by xems of ll to 25 flmh 
orifices distributed along the top center line of eaoh noae and 
21 orifices installed in the top seotion of the inlet lip. Total 
pressures In the boundary layers of the several noses at the 
entrance station were measured by the use of a removable rake of 
nine 0.030~inch-diameter staLnless-steel tubes with ends flattened 
to form openings about 0.005 by 0.05 inch. Pressure recoveries 
in the flow adjacent to the Inner surface of tie top section of 
the inlet lip were lrasasured by iilS-8 of the rake of five l/16-inch- 
diameter total-pressure tubes shown in figure 3. All pressures 
were recorded by photographing a multitube manometar. 

The three annular-inlet configuratlons were tested over the 
angle-of~attacl; range from -2 o to 60 at inlet-velocity ratios 
ranging from 0.4 to 1.5, whfle the open-nose cowling was fnvesti- 
gated over the angle-of-attack range from 0' to 6O at inlet- 
velocity ratios rang%ng between 0.3 and 0.9. NJ tests were 
conducted at tunnel speeds of from 70 to 100 tiles per hOUrj the 
latter value correspond8 to a Mach number of 0.13 and a Reynolds 
number of about 2 million based on the maxim~~~~ cowling diameter. 

l33SUGTS AND DISCUSSLO~ 

The results of the present Investigation are discussed tin 
three sections which deal separately with surface pressures on 
the noses, surface pressures on the Inlet Up, and flow condf- 
Mona at the Inlet. 

Surfac~ressures on noses.- .- -. Static-pressure d>stributions 
over the top external surface of the three inlet configuratlone 
are presented in figlzes 4 to 6. 

The static-pressure distributions over the short conical-nose 
oonfiguratfon at an angle of attack of O", figure 4(b), show that 
substream velocities were obtained over the entire nose for low and 
medium valuesof inlet-velocity ratio. The e1fect of increasfng 
the inlet-velocity ratlo was to raise the velocities on the surface 
of the nose j however, these increases were very small except within 
one-half cowUng dlemeter ahead of the Inlet. Superstream velocities 
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occurred at the inlet at inlet-velocity ratios above approxi- 
mately 0.9.. The surface pressure on the nose at the inlet was 
always qusre‘negative than the corresponding value that could be 
estimated from-the inlot-velocity ratio because the Inlet-velocity 
distribution was nonunifom due to the boundary leyer on the nose 
and to-the pressure field of the.inlet 1Lp. 

The more important effect of increasIng the engle of attack 
of the model ~5th the short conical nose was to increase'(at the 
top of the nose) the extent of t&e superstzeasl velocity field 
ahead of the inlet for ialet-veloci"q ratios abwe approximately 1.3.. 
f3md.l dec?ases were effected in the local mlocities on the top 
of the no88 at the inlet; presumably, as -catid by the data for 
the top of the nose for a = -2O, correspo-nd-ing smallticreases 
were effected in the local velocities at the bottom of the nose. 

.Velocities over the forward portion'of the long conical nose, 
although substzem, were slightly higher than those for the short 
conical nose. (colnpm f iga m 4 and 5.) . This oondltion caused 
sorm in&eases in the extent of3he supers-bream velocity fields 
ahead of the Inlet for the higher Inlet-velocity ratios. At values 
of inlet-velocity ratio below amity, however, conditions at the 
aectlon imed%3t4.y in front 'of the inlet were essentially.the 
-sa?m as those for the short nose. ' . . . .. 

,&e introduction of curvature to the sides of the short nose 
caused decreases iq the s-ace velocities weIU forward on the 
nose, but also.resulted in the formation of a minismxm pressure 
peak'locatod 0.5 to 1.0 cowling diameters ahead of the inlet. 
(Comjgqe‘ figs. 4 aad. 6. )’ The surface velocities QI the latter 
region were~.approximately free-streem values at an inlet-velocity 
satio of 0.9 .at an angle' of attack of O". However; at the usual 
high-speed Wletyveloci.+q ratios, superstreeqvelocitfes Bid not 
oocur within the useful ran@ of angle of attack. Surface velocities 
at.tM inlet' of the curved-nose confiE;uration, in general, were 
slightly l&mr than those for the conical-nose configurations at 
any given‘value of Inlet-velocity ratio, probably because of the 
improvedalinmentof the enteringflar. . . 

The 'following table presents the maxFmum values of inlet- 
velocfty ratio for which subetrreau velocftIgs.,were maintained on 
the three noses at angles of attack of O" and 2Oi 

. iii 

. 
. 
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For a = 2O, the above maximum values were determined in the case 
of the two conical noses by the pressures on the bottom surfaces 
at the inlet, and in the case of the curved nose by the pressures 
on the top surface of the nose well forward of the inlet. The se 
velocity ratios exceed the usual design values for high-speed 
flight; thereby indicating the feasibility of this type of inlet 
for a transonic airplane. The critical Mach number characteristics 
of the top surfaces of the three noses (predictedby the use of 
the von D&m& mlationship, reference 2, and qualified by the fact 
that some of the higher inlet-velocity ratios are unobtainable in 
the'high-speed flight conditions due to choking of the inlet) sre 
presented in fime 7 for the range of inlet-velocity ratio over 
which super&ream surface velocities occurred. 

Surface pr e'ssures ..-- on inlet lip.- The pressme distributions 
over the external surface of the lip of the~anm3.m inlets 
(figs . 4 to 6) were essentially similar to those for the basic 
open-nose cowling (fig. S), and were characteristic of those 
for the NACA l-series nose inlets in that they were fairly flat 
at and above the inlet-velocity ratios which were required to 
prevent the occurrence of a negative pressure peak at the leading 
edge. The predicted critical Mach number characteristics for 
this surface are shown in figure 7 as a function of the inlet- 
velocity ratio for angles of attack of O" and 4O, and axe conprod 
in figure 9 at a = O" with corresponding data for the NACA l-85-050 
open-nose cowling. This colrparison shows that at and above its 
design inlet-velocity ratio (that is, beyond the "lmee" of the 
curve) the basic inlet had approximately the same critical Mach 
numbers with the various noses installed as when tested in the 
open-nose condition.. Below the design point, the critical speeds 
for the lip of the annular-inlet configurations,decreased more 
gradually with decreases in the inlet-velocity ratio thau did those 
for the open-nose cowling, probably because the presence of the 
noses improved the alinemsnt of the entering flow. (see fig. 8.) 
The curved nose produced a higher critical speed on the inlet lip 
than did the conical noses over most of the range of Vi/V0 for 
the same reason. The flow appems to have been separated from the 
lip of the open-nose cowling at vi - = 0.3 because of the high 

VO 
effective angle of attack of the lip. 

The foregoing results indicate that satisfactory lips for 
this type of inlet can be designed by ap+ication of existing data 
for the NACA l-series nose inlets; the design charts of reference 1 
cover the selection of these inlets for critical Mach numbers as 
high as 0.9. In the' use of these data it should be noted that the 
critical Mach nuuher is defined as the Mach rmnber at which sonic 
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volooity is attained on the surface of the nose inlet. Tests of 
airfotls and streamlined bodies Indicate that the Mach number at 

. which shock separation and abrupt drag increases take place is 501~ 
what @eater than the critical Mach number. 

Static-pressure distributions around the top section of the 
inlet lip, figure.10, show that negative pressure coefficients 
occurred on the inside of th5 lip at fnlet-velocity ratios above 0.9 
at‘an angle of attack of 00. Bothdecreases in ~6 andfurther r 
increase in Vi/Vu caused rapid Increases in the veJ.ues of these 
negatfve pressure coefficients; the internal f&w therefore'might 
be expected to separate from tIIe I.o~r lip of the inlet in the 
climb condition in which combinations of hi@ values of Vi/v, 
and CG are encountered. This reEIUlt, together with the fact that 
the critical Mach numbers for this eurface were lower thsn those 
for any other component of the inlet a.t.,high valuss of V2/Vo 
(fits. 7), stresses the necessity for the experimen+z.l developmnt 
of less sensittve inner-lip fair-. 

F& conditions at inlet.- Total-pr05eure and. velociw 
distributions in the boundary lavers of the three noses at the 
inlet are presented in f4g&s 1-i and 12, re5~ctiveI.y. The pro- 
files are ~ical of those for turbulent flow. Decreases in the 
inlet-velocity ratio caused rapid fncreases in boundary-lager 
thiclaess beta-use of the reaultWg Increases in tho adverse pressure 
gradient in front of the i&Let. Zxtensive pressure fluctuation5 
at the recorddng manometer furnished an indication that the boundary 

vi layers on the three noses were unstable at - = 0.4; 
VO 

the sairple 

tot&.-pressure and velocity profiles contained in figures 11 and 52 
show that the flow was either separated or on the ver@ of 5eparation 
from the surface of the two conical nose8 for this test condftion. 

The boundary-layer thiclnese' 6 ,and the ratio of this thick- 
ness to the inlet height 6/h 858 presented in figure 13 as a 
function of the inlet-velocity ratio. The boundary-layer thick- 
nesses for the short conical nose and the curved no88 were of the 
same order over most of the Vi/V0 rc&llge, and were about 19 percent 
of the inlet height for a typical high-speed inlet-velocity ratio 
of 0.7 compared to about 32 percent for the long cotical nose. A5 
the high-speed inlet-velocity ratio for,sn installation of this 
type probably would not be less than 0.6, the boundary-layer insta- 
bility and flow separation mentioned in the preceding paragraph 
probably would not be encountered except in the dive condition with 
the engine throttled. 
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Total pressure recoveries in the outer half of the inlet 
annulus at the top of the model are shown in figure 14. The losses 
for low inlet-velocity ratios, which Increased rapidly with an&L8 
of attack, were caused by the separated boundary layer on the nose8. 
(See fig. U for inner portion of boundary layer profiles for a = 00.) 
The losses for high inlet-velocity ratios and low angles of attack 
were caused by separation of the flow from the inner fairin& of the 
lip due to the negative pressure pealrs shown in figure 10; a8 
seperaticn from the lip at the bottom of the inlet would be 
especia.Uy severe in the climb condition, this result again stresses 
the necessity for further develomnt of inner-lip fairings for 
use at inlet-velocity ratios weater than unity. For angles of 
attack between -20 and 20, the flow did not separate from either the 
inlet lip or the noses of the three configurations for inlet- 
velocity rat-loo. between 0.7 and 1.0. The short conical nose apgesred 
to have a somewhat wider separation-free operating range of inlet- 
velocity ratio than did the other two noses. 

SUMMARYOFRESULTS 

A low-speed investigation has been made of three transonic 
fuselage-inlet installations deeimd to matitaln substream 
velocities on the body ahead of the air inlets. The more important 
reeults and conclusions of this investigation are 8umme.r ized &B 
f ollowe : 

1. Substream velocities mm maintained on the three cone-type 
fuselaw noses over the ranges of angle of attack and inlet-velocity 
ratfo useful for high-speed flight. 

2. The thicknesses of the boundary layers on the short and 
long noses were about 19 wd 32 gercent of the inlet height, 
respectively, for a typical high-speed inlet-velocity ratio of 0.7. 
Boundary-layer separat5on was not encountered at an angle of attack 
of 00 over the range of inlet-velocity ratio useful. for hi&-speed 
flight. 

3. At and above its design inlet-velocity ratio, the NACA l-85-050 
cowling used as the basic inlet had approximately the seme critical 
Mach numbers with the various noses installed as when tested in the 
open-nose condftion. Below this design point, the critical speeds 
for the inlet lip of the annular-inlet conflgurations decreased 
more wadually with decreases in inlet-velocity ratio than did those 
for the basic cowling. Thus, data for the NACA l-series nose inlets, 
which cover the range of critical Mach number up to 0.9, can be used 
in the design of install.ations of this type. 

. 
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4. At v-erg high v-alur35 of inlet-velooity ratio the high nega- 
tive pressure peaks encountered on the inner portion of the inlet 
1%~ caused the internal flow to aepezate. This result stresses the 
necessity for the development of less sensitive inner-lip fairings 
for inlets which operate at inlet-velocity ratios exceeding unfty. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Cormnittee for Aeronautic8 

LangLap Field, Va. 
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(a) Short conical noae. 

lb) Long conical nose. 

(cl Curved nose. 

Figure I.- General views of the model with the three 
annular inlet configurations. 
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Fig. 4.b NACA R&I No. L6JO4 
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Fig. 4d NACA RM No. L6JO4 
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Fig. 5a NACA RM No. L6JCkl 



NACA RM No. L6JO4 Fig. 5b 



Fig. 5c NACA RM No. L6JO4 
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Fig. 5d 
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Fig. 5e NACA R&l No. L6304 
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Fig. 6b NACA RM No. L6JO4 



NACA RM No. L6JO4 Fig. 6c 
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Fig. 6d NACA RM No. L6JO4 



NACA RM No. L6JO4 Fig. 6e 
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Fig. 7 NACA RM No. L6304 
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Fig. 9 NACA RM No. L6JO4 
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